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Digital Rights Management (DRM) and Secure Systems Expert Witness:
Brief (but Broad) Highlights of the History of Digital Rights Management and the Like

By Jean Renard Ward

Digital Rights Management ("DRM") and secure software systems may be at issue in litigation
concerning patent rights.   An expert witness on Digital Rights Management technologies, 
especially in light of the long history in this area, may be helpful in these matters.

More than one person has commented that  DRM does not stand for "digital rights 
management", so much as for "digital restrictions management".  The concern is really about 
controlling things you don't want people to do.  The distinction is subtle, but important. As a 
business matter, you may need to trade off 

• how much a failure alienates honest customers (when it fails, it says "NO") 
• allowing undesired rights to the not-so-honest (when it fails, it says "Yes").i

So as not to be too confusing, we will just say "rights management".

British Copyright Act of 1710ii

The history of rights management or control is 
ancient.  It is the philosophical basis for public 
copyright law, a legal innovation that dates to the 
17th/18th centuries. This true innovation (it had 
never existed before, and someone had to think it up)
was in response to the wide use of the printing press 
to Europe.iii The printing press made the physical 
copying of written works much less expensive, so it 
was easier to “steal” a book by making a copy.  This 
is very analogous to the modern digital age. Physical 
copying of things in electronic form essentially costs 
nothing. Cheap copying has been the continual driver
for innovations in DRM technologies.

Rights management in all forms generally involves a 
• restriction mechanism (think: a lock) associated with or attached to the thing you want 

to protect; a related
• enablement mechanism (think: a key) associated with the authorized user; and a
• management mechanism (think: some rules), to control which things the user can do. 

(Sometimes this is built into the enablement mechanism.)
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Implicit in this, of course, is that the user is authentic, that you are not dealing with an 
impostor. Users can be authenticated with something they know – such as a password – 
something they have – such as an ID card, a security token, or a cell phone with a particular 
number – or by some property of the user – often a biometric property, such as the look of their
face, the sound of their voice, their signature, or their fingerprint.

For legal copyright,
• the restriction mechanism can be something as simple as a one-line copyright notice 

attached by printing it in a book, or associated by registering a book at a national library,
• the enablement (disablement?) mechanism is the threat of suing the user, and
• the management mechanism is a signed contract or license, with specific terms.

But rights management is much older even than legal 
copyright.  Simply locking something in a box is a form of
rights management. 

• The restriction mechanism is the lock on the box: 
it is associated with the object when the object is 
put into the box. Sometimes the lock was literally 
attached to the book, like a teenager's diary.

• The enablement mechanism is the key the person 
has or is allowed to use.’

• The management mechanism was controlling who 
got the key.

For another medieval example,

• the restriction mechanism might be a chain that was literally attached to the book.iv 
• the enablement mechanism was letting someone into the room (or not),
• the management mechanism was controlling who you let into the room.

Digital rights management techniques still generally follow the same model.

• A restriction mechanism is associated with the file or somehow "attached". 
For example, the file is stored in a secure database with an associated ID code, 
or the file is encrypted with an associated key or keys, or data is built into the file.

• An enablement mechanism is associated with or held by the user. 
For example, a password, a smartcard token, or a hidden license file on their device, 
with enforcement by a trusted and secure system.

• The management mechanism is trusted software using encoded control information.
The control information might be attached somehow to the data file (along with 
depending on a trusted, secure software system to enforce the control), or checking back
to a central server for permissions (again, enforced by a trusted, secure system).
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Implementations for digital rights management have a long history. DRM systems using 
cryptographic techniques and centralized control were well known in the 1970's and 1980's.v  

The reasons for looking to encryption are self-evident: even if someone could copy a file, they 
couldn't read it.   

There were techniques for attaching/associating restriction mechanisms and management 
mechanisms directly to the file  itselfvi,  techniques for managing permissions over a networkvii,
techniques for expressing legal contracts in a “rights definition language” and enforcing the 
terms with secure softwareviii, techniques for temporary and/or portable licenses for roaming 
(and even traveling) users.ix There were multiple techniques for managing not just the rights of 
one user, but managing what rights could be passed from one user to another.x

Digital rights mechanisms depend on having computer systems that are secure: having a lock is
somewhat useless if the lock is super-easy to pick.  (Except perhaps for giving you legal basis 
to sue, because after all, somebody picked your lock: the DMCA for example made it illegal to 
bypass a copy-protection mechanism, no matter how wimpy.)xi Tamper-proofing a computer 
system (or making it tamper-evident: not quite the same thing) is essentially digital rights 
management for who can change the system.  Encrypting the software (more than just 
"digitally signing": that is only the authentication part) is a powerful tool for this.xii  

Picture credit: AlephGammaxiii

A significant reference point in the history of secure 
systems and DRM was – and still is – the "Orange Book" 
(named from the color of the cover) from 1985.xiv This was 
essentially a very detailed "design guide" to building 
secure computer systems, and to managing rights to access 
computer files and data.   This public document was widely
distributed. Although funded by the US Department of 
Defense (as was much of the early public work on what 
became the internet), it was aimed specifically at spreading
the techniques for rights management and secure systems 
broadly through commercial systems.   It is still cited as a 
reference today.xv

The authors intentionally wrote the Orange Book as a requirements document: a detailed guide,
rather than a follow-the-exact-steps "cook-book".  As comprehensive as it was, it was carefully
neutral, or agnostic,  about the exact technologies that could be used. This was just good 
engineering practice:  not being neutral could have the bad side effect of excluding other (and 
perhaps better) ways to do the same thing.  (The verification procedures it spelled out for 
government procurement were, perhaps unfortunately, less “agnostic”)
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The Orange Book also dealt in detail with controlling what rights or access one user could (and
could not) pass on to another user.  It described properties of a rights definition language 
(essentially, an electronic equivalent of the “contract” in copyright).  There was pretty much no
protection or rights-management need that fell outside the book: It went so far as to talk 
specifically about making mandatory the attachment of a restriction mechanism (e.g. like that 
copyright notice above) even to a simple print-out of a file.   

The Orange Book was in turn based on concepts developed and implemented in the MULTICS 
project and operating system from the 1960s and 1970s. MULTICS featured prominently in my
undergraduate engineering classes at MIT, since it was being developed on our campus.xvi 
MULTICS was a broad project with the explicit goals of actually building a usable secure 
general-purpose and multi-user system, that strongly protected what users could and could not 
do with data of all sorts. One of the engineering techniques to ensure that it ended up actually 
being usable was simply that we actually had to use it across the whole campus.

Authentication was part of MULTICS, and developers of MULTICS also concerned 
themselves with biometric authentication,xvii which only later "caught on" in many areas (think:
fingerprint scanners on your laptop or tablet). Perhaps the earliest biometric technology known 
– long before the days of computers – was having someone sign their name, and a human-
based recognition system (i.e. "eyeballs") verifying whether it looked like a known signature.  
Computer techniques for authenticating human-writing signatures dynamically (“on-the-fly”) 
were also already well-known in the 1960s.xviii

Back to encryption: PKI.

Asymmetric encryption (commonly called PKI – Public/private Key Infrastructure) —with its 
one-way features, separate public and private keys, and “unforgable” digital signatures—
became publicly known in  1976xix – though it was developed as a military secret earlier.  
Shortly after that, digital certificates were invented by a college undergraduate.xx PKI was 
adopted quickly into the existing repertoire of cryptographic DRM technologyxxi. 

Speaking of "fingerprint":

In addition to biometrics, this term is also used for a "digital fingerprint". This refers to 
identifying a computer from a combination of incidental information: e.g. what combination of
hardware happens to be on the computer, or what fonts and plug-ins happen to be installed in a 
browser. One use is to control files that a user simply copied to a different computer.   Digital 
fingerprints have been used in DRM for consumer systems at least since the late 1990's to 
check whether a file or software has been copied to another computer, and also to identify who 
a user is (perhaps without the user knowing about it).   Like many things related to DRM, there
can be a trade-off between alienating customers (who perhaps happened just to have updated a 
disk drive)  versus protecting against unauthorized copying.xxii
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So, with all this history, all this prior art, just what is really new about DRM systems today? Or
any of the associated technologies, like biometrics, encryption, and secure systems? 

Or perhaps more significantly, what (if anything) is left that could be patentable today?

As patent practitioners know, it really depends on just what the words in a patent claim say, and
how those words relate to all the prior art. A qualified expert witness in Digital Rights 
Management and the associated technologies can help in resolving a patent's claims.
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